**Urban Renewal\(^\#2\) P"id Pipers**

Urban renewal area residents, drawn by a matchstick band, gather to hear explanations of city officials about urban renewal plans. (Citizen Photos by Bruce Hopkins)

**Indigent Care Study Agreed On**

The man perhaps most interested in a survey of private hospital care here is a man who knows the field well: Dr. Robert Macnab. The survey, which was released

**Trades Bureau Honors Ewing**

Dr. Russell C. Ewing, head of the Department of Health at the University of Arizona, was named today as the first winner of the Tucson College of Pharmacy Faculty Award for Meritorious Service. Ewing, who is beginning his 34th year with UA, received his bachelor's, master and doctoral degrees from the University of California at Berkeley.

The Kansas-born notable served in the Navy for four years during World War II and was regional historian for the National Park Service before entering the service.

**Picket Case Plea Goes To High Court**

The Arizona Supreme Court yesterday denied an appeal of a Hobbs strike by a group of miners in Butte, Mont., to the U.S. Supreme Court, ruling that the strike was not protected by the National Labor Relations Act.

The Supreme Court earlier reversed a lower court's denial of a writ of prohibition and ordered the Hobbs strike to be reinstated.
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**Niger President Arrives Tomorrow**

President Sani Abacha of the African nation of Niger will arrive here at 1:30 p.m. tomorrow.

At Tucson International Airport he will be greeted by University of Arizona officials, the Nigerian community and student and faculty groups. He will be presented with a gold coin by the University.
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